
P R O P E R T Y  A S S E T

 D E V E LO P M E N T



The “QIRAD” was one of the basic financial instruments of the 
medieval Islamic world. It was an arrangement between one or 
more investors and an agent where the investors entrusted capital 
to an agent who then traded with it in hopes of making a profit. 
Both parties then received a previously settled portion of the profit.

Today at QIRAD we are continuing with this tradition. Joining with 
owners and investors to add value to their assets.

P R O P E R T Y  D E V E LO P M E N T

M A R K E T I N G

I N V E S T M E N T
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ABOUT US

QIRAD is a international property development, design, branding & investment company that 
conceptualizes and enhances real estate assets from the initial theme and architectural concept to 
sales & marketing, with a turnkey solution for property owners, developers & investors wherever 
we collaborate across the globe. 

We are a creative solution provider, which specializes on all touch points of a development pro-
cess, be it a real estate or a property related product, by bringing out lifestyle design, marketing 
and branding. 

QIRAD operates as a service company, developer or works in partnership with property owners,  
developers, investors & financial institutions to increase property values & to sell faster.

QIRAD is a mixture of design, development and marketing DNA .

“We Develop Values “
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The on-going concern of all human beings is to improve the quality of their lives.  At Qirad, we are 
developing a master vision that will improve the quality of lives within our communities with the 
future in mind. Our philosophy is to redefine the perceived blueprint for property developments; 
to deliver outstanding quality together with cultural relevance, whilst maintaining high ethical 
standards in everything we do.

We have chosen to specialize within the real estate industry, by offering & creating only property 
of exceptional quality and design, their marketing and excellence in services. Our objective is to 
be recognized as the company that develop, build, sell and manage the finest properties wherever 
we operate.
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MISSION

“To outperform our competition, setting industry standards and creating niche markets, therefore 
to deliver superior long-term return with a relentless focus on people, product and profit.”

COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL
HOSPITALITY
FOOD & BEVERAGE
RETAIL
ENTERTAINMENT
WELLNESS

A bold vision is the solid foundation of any development, because properties are only as good as 
the idea that created them. Since the brilliance of an idea can only be realised through its deliv-
ery, so for us, real estate development is more than simply carrying out a project to the standard 
required. We interpret and deliver that vision in a highly creative, profitable and imaginative way 
like no other. Not only with regard to the big picture but also at every single development stage.
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SMART CITY KOCHI, Kerala - India



WHAT WE DO

We transform raw real estate assets into properties that quality-conscious buyers instinctively 
desire. Our primary focus is on land-, master- and property development of individual or major 
site projects; manage design, marketing and branding of high-quality real estate, and developing 
new business opportunities & joint ventures. 

When we plan, design and develop ideas into concepts, we not only concentrate on what people 
expect from their new home or working place, but specially on the successful marketing of the 
property in order to guarantee its commercial success. 

Our ability to anticipate consumer tastes and to set market-trends fuels our creativity. Qirad qual-
ity is the teamwork from highly trained and talented design professionals, from all disciplines, 
with different styles that meet the needs of each individual project – all united by a passion for 
design integrity. 

We provide highly innovative, distinctive and profitable property of exceptional quality that stand out 
of the crowd by pushing creativity to the edge where it makes most commercial sense. That means 
increased demand, enhanced value and rapid sales for its commercial success.
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CASA GRANDE - Spain



We work with developers, financial institutions and property owners from design through to final 
sale, adding value at crucial stages along the way and without increasing development costs.

We are careful to select the right partners, and the right development opportunities and not every 
development can benefit from QIRAD thinking. We only take on projects from partners where we 
can deliver the full QIRAD experience.

QIRAD is emerging as a powerful international property brand. Our partners know we add value 
considerable to the developments we are involved in.

We think and work as developers.

Wherever we work…

we add value through innovation, creativity and commercial focus.
we raise design & development standards.
we raise investment returns.
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Pearl Island - The World, Dubai, U.A.E.



OUR SERVICES

QIRAD envisions and manages, property development from A to Z, as well for projects in ad-
vanced design stage with the need for added value. Our multidisciplinary company unites the 
efforts of talented Architects, Designers, Marketing, PR and Financial Experts. Working between 
our development partners and the project team acting as the owners’ representative of a project 
to provide a full turnkey service including:

Product Identification, -Conception, -Development & -Strategy
Concept Design & Planning of Individual & Master Projects
Business Planning & Preliminary Feasibility Analysis 
Assemble, appoint and manage the entire Professional Team 
Lifestyle Branding, Marketing & PR Management 
Sales Channelling & Networking
Sourcing, Identifying & Developing of Business Opportunities & Joint Ventures
Optimizing real estate value through strategic redevelopment, repositioning and enhancement
Establishment of Property Developments & Companies
Mitigate Risks & Market Challenges

THERE IS NO OTHER COMPANY LIKE QIRAD WITHTHE CAPABILITY TO DELIVER PROPERTY 
DEVELOPMENTS AND SALES FROM INITIAL ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT TO HANDINGOVER
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Casa Grande - Spain



HOW WE SUCCEED

Generally, developments go on sale, before start of construction and completion. Therefore, the 
value of a property is in great extend being shaped by its branding & marketing. The buyer must 
be able to “touch & feel” the value of the property - especially important for the high end marked. 
We at QIRAD know “how to dress” a property, create emotions and desire and to raise its value. 
This combination of excellence in design and marketing will stand out - even in tough times.
 
Even before the vision and the planning process of the development have been completed, Qirad 
starts with detail marketing and implementation of services. We back-up and follow-through in 
the development planning process of the preliminary design of the project from a marketing point 
of view, taking into account the volume, quality and commercial value in accordance with the 
group or segment of the market to which it is aimed. The detail design process further develops 
the image of the property development and character and vice versa. 
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Dubai Pearl Palm Podium - U.A.E.



QIRAD PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT …

… is known for quality, premium design & distinction

… is a mixture of design, development and marketing DNA

… has the ability to anticipate consumer tastes and to set market-trends 

… is emerging as a powerful international property brand 

Our key markets include hotels & resorts, residential as well as commercial & retail space. 
In each of these areas, we assure that every aspect of the project will receive the highest 
level of design expertise to guarantee its total success.
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Pearl Island - The World, Dubai, U.A.E.



QIRAD PROPERTY BRANDING & PR

We have exceptional international media and celebrity connections, however, even the best brands, 
combined with cutting edge architectural design is not enough, if you cannot transmit this value 
to the customer.  

Our know how of establishing prime brands has a real financial value. Our partners & clients know 
we always add significant value to the developments and final property prices we are involved in. 
QIRAD  brands & projects create marketing stand out and generate higher media attention and 
levels of awareness and demand than competing developments - leading to increased partner & 
project profiles. This has a demonstrable financial value and adds a premium to the final sales 
price in any competitive marketplace. 

QIRAD is a premium brand, working with premium partners internationally. QIRAD has access 
and a proven track record to bring top tier brands from fashion, sports or any other industries to 
partner with us and to co-brand our property developments. They know we speak their language 
and meet their standards, because we settle for nothing less then the very best.
We share our experience with partners & clients, who wish to work with us and build the brand 
or enhance an existing brand. 

“Each property brand is only as good as the story that surrounds it”
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OLY PIA
ERSTO

*Examples of Brands Created by QIRAD
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QIRAD PROPERTY BRANDING & PR

The QIRAD expert marketing team consistently delivers PR standout, along with exceptional sales 
results. To this advantage, we add experienced campaign planning designed to increase interest, 
and raise final sales price, together with a wealth of international media and PR connections. 
The marketing activities of Qirad within the company are based on a strategy defined at our In-
House Marketing Agency.

Qirad offers the full services of an advertising agency with a long track record in specialising in 
the promotion of residential and commercial property and related services. 

Every project is analysed to assess its potential market and most economical and effective meth-
od of communicating with the target buyers. 

We advise on the product concept and presentation and take an original and creative view of each 
project to generate the most cost efficient marketing program.

Provision of creative “Art Work”  & coordination of the production process for specific advertis-
ing activity.

With the increasing importance of the Internet and e-commerce in our field we have led the mar-
ket by our early adoption of new technology and marketing strategies and are able to advise on 
the best solution for each scheme.
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WHO COULD WORK WITH QIRAD?

1. Corporate and Private Property Owner, Developer & Investors  

2. Financial Institutions, Banks, Investment Companies & Funds

3. Industry Experts in a diverse number of property related areas

QIRAD responsibly works with and for property owners, developers and investors as a “White 
Label” developer with entrepreneurial, creative & solution focused spirit. Therefore, we under-
stand the need for fast decisions, and a pragmatic approach. So we tend to work best in partner-
ship with like-minded developers and professionals to increase property values & to sell faster.
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PARTNERS & CLIENTS

We believe in developing long-term relationships and are proud to have built up a reputable, 
respectable list of partners and clients without major marketing efforts. We build on this base 
with new referrals from our existing clients and our wide network partners. Our partners trust us 
with their assignments. And since discretion is an ethic embedded in our business, some clients 
refrain from having their assets or assignments known publicly.

N A K H E E La l b a h a r i

OLY PIA
ERSTO

ARTSARTS

DUBAI WATERFRONT

ARTS

DUBAI WATERFRONT DUBAI WATERFRONT

S e r e n a  G o l f

CASA GRANDE
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QIRAD People

QIRAD QUALITY is the teamwork from highly trained and talented professionals, from all disci-
plines, with different styles that meet the needs of each individual project - all united by a passion 
for design integrity

QIRAD is, primarily, a creative solution provider. At QIRAD, we can offer you to work with inter-
national specialists from many disciplines and countries with highly creative and professional 
expertise. We have the ability to spot new talents, to access and work with the most gifted and 
famous designer of varying backgrounds and cultures. Our capability to motivate and manage 
creativity means that we can offer far more - it is your gateway to world-class talent. This is rare 
but essential in property companies.

By doing so, we take only the best from each world, combine different views, perspectives and 
judgments, allowing our designs to be more flexible ... balanced for the globalised markets in 
which we operate.
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Michael R. Muller (C.E.O. & Founder)

As the Managing Principal and C.E.O., Michael R. Muller is the driving force behind 
the QIRAD. He has established himself through his extensive experience and know-
how in real estate development and marketing as one of the leading professional in 
the industry. His focus is on the design, development and marketing of upmarket 
real estate, including mayor site projects, high-quality residential and commercial 
properties.

Over the last 20 years Muller participated in the property development of millions of 
square feet, including multi billion dollar projects in the Middle East, Asia and Europe.

Previously he has gathered valuable know how as a creative and managing director 
in advertising agencies working for various blue chip companies. This has formed 
his approach of property development by including from the very first conceptual 
design stage a strong marketing and sales focussed element in the development.

QIRAD`s professional team complex experience in property development, its fund-
ing, and marketing, the clients and its needs, and has converted QIRAD today into 
one of the most wanted companies in the industry.
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Co-ordinates & manages property sales, channelling and administration throughout a completed sale, 
marketing, PR- & media activities, advisory services. 

Our highly professional sales team are able to handle enquiries from the time of contact through to a 
completed sale.

Our sales operation is supported by resort consultancy and award-winning marketing services to 
ensure the properties you develop appeal to the international property buyer. Qirad`s comprehensive 
sales network and advisory service to developers & buyers, has been proven to convert more enquiries 
to sales than any other sales network.

In addition to its local and international sales and site offices, Qirad markets its exclusive real estate 
properties mainly through its external sales channels. This includes multiple local and international 
property agencies, thus maximizing with its combined sales operations the speed of sales. Furthermore 
Qirad maintains a special relationship of collaboration with leading associations, banks and private 
individuals. 

The main function shall be to run the sales offices, coordinate and manage sales process & policy, 
including the client registration, being solely responsible for the successful completion of all sales. 
For this purpose we provide local and foreign estate agencies with the necessary documentation and 
training, and support them through out the entire sales process.

QIRAD LIVING  SALES CHANNELING & ADMINISTRATION



QIRAD LIVING  SALES CHANNELING & ADMINISTRATION



AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

Golden Web Awards 
by the International Association of Web Masters and Designers.
Best Real Estate Spanish portal
In appreciation of our online magazine Casas.

Bentley International Property Awards
“Best Spanish Development” Casa Grande
“Best Spanish Real Estate Agent”
“Best Spanish Property” Casa Grande
“Best Spanish Development” Casa Grande

Homes Overseas Awards
“Best Property Marketing”
“Best interior Design”
“Best Website”
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Golden Web Awards
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Identifies, incubates, co-invests and secures global investment opportunities as well as fosters strategic 
partnerships.

OUR OPERATION MODEL

QIRAD prides itself on its entrepreneurial and strategic approach
to unlock hidden value and optimize investment returns.

We concentrate on markets and projects that promise the most attractive growth potential, that 
adhere to our key philosophy of sustainable development. We identify and incubate only investment 
opportunities of exceptional quality, mainly in undervalued or emerging markets, with excellent growth 
prospects and actively create such opportunities where value has been heavily discounted. Our object 
is to manage real estate investment grounded in the resolute objective to add value wherever we 
collaborate, maximizing investment returns, improving lives and exceeding expectations.

QIRAD CAPITAL  INVESTMENTS  & OWNERSHIP



QIRAD CAPITAL  INVESTMENTS  & OWNERSHIP



“DEVELOPING GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES”

Qirad Capital invests in developments or partners with property owners, expert developer and financial 
institutions worldwide looking for an equity partner who can add value as well as provide capital in a 
diverse number of property related areas, adding value wherever we collaborate.

We source and provide development opportunities & joint ventures, acquire, structure and develop 
properties with superior growth.

We grow the company through investing in, managing and developing unique and unrivalled luxury and 
upper scale market residential, commercial, hotels, retail, food & beverage, wellness and entertainment 
assets and brands that transcend the ordinary, have social, economic & environmental sustainability 
at their core.

We acquire assets and invest in operating assets within prime or leading sites in urban or resort 
destinations. Our goal is to deliver significant capital appreciation and incremental returns on our cost 
of capital during a holding period. We do this through a combination of value and yield enhancement 
actions.

We typically invest between 10% and 50% of the project equity required, dependent upon the needs 
of the development partner, and the scale of the development.

QIRAD CAPITAL



We ensure that the developments are funded and managed in the most effective way to maximize 
market positioning, revenue growth, profitability cash generation and the contribution to the Qirad 
Capital overall cash flow.

Qirad Capital secures global investment opportunities through direct private equity, private equity 
funds and co-investments, listed equities and strategic investments & partnerships. 

From facilitating capital raising via listings on global stock markets, our own private equity, asset 
management and direct investment, to advising on Initial public offerings and assisting in obtaining and 
structuring corporate finance, gearing and collateralized debt issues, Qirad Capital offers everything 
you need to develop your business.

QIRAD CAPITAL

PROJECTS LOCATION

INDIA

SPAIN

SULTANATE OF OMAN

TURKEY

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

VIETNAM



INVESTMENTS & OWNERSHIP 

Qirad Capital builds and fosters relationships with world institutions, opens doors to new markets and 
introduces expertise to develop new products. We have built up unrivalled local knowledge and lobbying 
power to the highest level to create added value and to achieve greater returns for our clients and partners.

We work in close partnership with our brands and operating partners to build aggressive asset 
plans and support their delivery by aligning our teams and objectives on initiatives such as property 
repositioning, re-branding, renovation, adding value or amending capacity caption.

We actively manage our property operators through benchmarking and monitoring of trading results 
to deliver on annual plans and budgets. This can be seen in revenue yield and mix management, 
new marketing opportunities, operating and staffing efficiencies, purchasing policies and other cost-
control measures. The focus is to pro actively enhance revenues and control costs in order to increase 
brand-operating leverage.

Our expert finance team will manage an international portfolio of diverse assets that provide Qirad 
Capital and its stakeholders with value, growth, diversification and relationships. They have years of 
experience of corporate structuring and advising on as well as arranging innovative finance solutions.

QIRAD CAPITAL



HOW WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE

As a specialist Emerging Market investor, QIRAD Capital sees the development of quality real estate 
as a significant gap in the markets it aims to invest in. Our team seeks appropriate opportunities 
that can be sourced at conservative valuations with scope to add value through organic business 
development and/or deal structuring, as investments in space provide an exposure to good stable 
assets with the potential for value appreciation. These assets can be used to incubate businesses that 
add additional value and upside (alpha) for investors. The approach is to seek out opportunities that 
maximize population growth, concentration and velocity of economic traffic, incorporate information 
and communication technologies and encompass multiple features of social-, economic- and personal 
environment into what is conventionally known as a “mixed-used” space development or, the “Living 
City” approach to development.

QIRAD Capital is an experienced investment partner

We understand developers…
We understand investment…
We understand opportunity...

QIRAD CAPITAL



QIRAD is an International 
Property Development, Design, 
Branding and Investment 
Company that conceptualizes 
and enhances real estate assets 
from the initial theme and 
architectural concept to sales 
& marketing, with a turnkey 
solution.

CLIENTS /PROJECTS

Al Andalus
Al Qasr Luxury Villas
Albahari
Altos De Salamanca
Arabian Gardens
Arabian Gate Towers
Archangel
Arts Tower
Ascending Tower
Atalaya Golf
Bahia Golf
Canary Island
Casa Grande
Concha Garden
Dubai Pearl
El Embrujo
El Soto De Marbella

El Vicario 1 + 2
Fortune Island
Fosile Tower
Hotel Crown Plaza
Kochi Living City
La Quinta Del Virrey
Las Villas Benalmadena
Lilly Tower
Los Monteros Palm Beach
Los Monteros Park
Mar Azul
Mirador Del Paraiso
Montebello
Nakheel Village
Olympia Twin Towers
Ottoman Hills
Parque De Los Olivos

Pearl Island / B20
Qantab Bay Residences
Sail Tower
Saigoon Islands
Selwo Hills 1 & 2 
Serena Golf
Soukya Resort
Stadium Tower
Terrazas De Costalita
The Palace Hotel & 
Residences
Villas Campos Mijas
Villas Golf Guadalmina
Vinas Del Mar
Wonderland
Zahara De Istan

PROJECTS EXPERIENCE

COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL
HOSPITALITY
FOOD & BEVERAGE
RETAIL
ENTERTAINMENT
WELLNESS
MIXED USE DESTINATIONS

PROJECTS LOCATION

INDIA
SPAIN
SULTANATE OF OMAN
TURKEY
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
VIETNAM

Island D27, The World / Dubai / U.A.E



PROJECTS



RESORTS & 
MASTER 

PROJECTS 
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HIGH & 
MIDRISE
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LUXURY 
VILLAS
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Have a project in mind? 
We  do love to hear from you
If you have a project in mind or want to learn more about our services and capabilities, please 
don’t hesitate to contact us. We take great pride in having a hands-on approach with all of our 
partners and would be more than happy to arrange a meeting to introduce ourselves and find out 
more about your project needs.

T. +971 4 439 34 68
info@qirad.ae
Aurora Tower 
Office 2001A
Dubai Media City
P.O.Box 71362
Dubai
United Arab Emirates



www.qirad.ae
QIRAD MIDDLE EAST

Aurora Tower - Office 2001A

Al Falak St. Dubai Media City 

P.O.Box 71362

Dubai 

United Arab Emirates

www.qirad.ae




